THE IRON WALL
A FILM BY MOHAMMED ALTAR, 2006, 52 Minutes

February 6th, 7:00 PM
Followed by a conversation with guest speakers
Cindy & Craig Corrie - parents of Rachel Corrie
Amin Odeh - a founding member of Voices of Palestine
Ziyad Zaitoun - a founding member of the Arab American Community Coalition
Judith Kolokoff - a founding member of the Seattle Jewish Voices Against the Occupation of Palestine

"The best description of the barrier, its routing and impact is shown in
the film The Iron Wall." President Jimmy Carter

Free, with voluntary donations kindly accepted

FREE MOVIES!
Wallingford Neighbors for Peace and Justice

“Friday Night at the Meaningful Movies”

2008 WINTER FILM FESTIVAL
(UPDATED 1/28/2009)

All Films At: Keystone Congregational United Church of Christ,
5019 Keystone Place N., Seattle 0.4 miles west of the I-5 N.E.50th St. Exit

www.meaningfulmovies.org

Friday January 30, 2009, 7-9:30 PM
FILM: “GARBAGE WARRIOR”(86 min, Oliver Hodge, 2008) With JIM BURTON from the NW ECO-BUILDING GUILD; &
KINLEY DELLER from the KING COUNTY GREEN TOOLS PROGRAM
Imagine a home that heats itself, that provides its own water, hat grows its own food. Imagine that it needs no expensive technology, that it
recycles its own waste, that it has its own power source. And now imagine that it can be built anywhere, by anyone, out of the things society
throws away. Thirty years ago, architect Michael Reynolds imagined just such a home - then set out to build it. A visionary in the classic
American mode, Reynolds has been fighting ever since to bring his concept to the public. He believes that in an age of ecological instability
and impending natural disaster, his buildings can - and will - change the way we live. Shot over three years in the USA, India and Mexico,
Garbage Warrior is a feature-length documentary film telling the epic story of maverick architect Michael Reynolds, his crew of renegade
house builders from New Mexico, and their fight to introduce radically different ways of living. A snapshot of contemporary geo-politics and an
inspirational tale of triumph over bureaucracy, GARBAGE WARRIOR is above all an intimate portrait of an extraordinary individual and his
dream of changing the world. The NW Eco-Building Guild: www.ecobuilding.org. King County Green Tools Program: www.greentools.us.
(Event is FREE and open to the public! ...but Donations are kindly accepted).

Friday February 6, 2009, 7-9:30 PM
FILM: “THE IRON WALL” (60 min, Mohammed Alatar, 2006) With JUDITH KOLOKOFF, ZIYAD ZAITOUN and AMIN ODEH
ALSO: CINDY and CRAIG CORRIE, parents of Rachel Corrie will be in attendance. The Iron Wall features interviews with prominent
Israeli and Palestinian peace activists and political analysts, including Jeff Halper, Akiva Eldar, Hind Khoury, and others. Also included are
eye-opening interviews with Israeli settlers and soldiers, and Palestinian farmers. "The Iron Wall is a highly recommended film for anyone
concerned with the quest for a just and peaceful resolution of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict - a film that takes a clear stand while showing
genuine empathy for both sides." -- Hillel Schenker, Co-Editor for Palestine-Israel Journal. The film will be followed by a facilitated discussion
with guest speaker this evening Judith Kolokoff, founding member of the Seattle Jewish Voices Against the Occupation of Palestine; Ziyad
Zaitoun, founding member of the Arab American Community Coalition(AACC), & Amin Odeh - a founding member of Voices of Palestine.
More info on the film: www.theironwall.ps (Event is FREE and open to the public! ...but Donations are kindly accepted).

Friday February 13, 2009, 7-9:30 PM
FILM: “RAGEH INSIDE IRAN” (89 minutes Paul Sapin 2007) With NEGIN ALMASSI and RAMINA DEHKHODA-STEELE
Rageh Omaar embarks on a unique journey inside what he describes as one of the most misunderstood countries in the world, looking at the
country through the eyes of people rarely heard - ordinary Iranians. It took a year to get permission to film inside the country. Rageh meets
with local people to hear their personal stories and feeling. This documentary transcends images of angry demonstrations and burning flags
to reveal a country that isn't without its problems but which is also fascinating, dynamic and hospitable. Join us for a Q & A following the film
with Negin Almassi and Ramina Dehkhoda-Steele from the Iranian American Community Alliance (IACA) of Seattle http://iaca-seattle.org/
(Event is FREE and open to the public! ...but Donations are kindly accepted).

Friday February 20, 2009, 7-9:30 PM
FILM: “SEEING RED” (100 minutes, Jim Kline & Julia Reichert, 1984)
An informed look at the individuals who made up the American Communist Party from the 1930s through the '50s. Fighting for the causes of
unionization, unemployment and Social Security benefits, and the eight-hour day, they committed themselves to what they believed was the
right way for America. Not just a rosy remembrance, Seeing Red looks critically at the party's connection with the Soviet Union and its lack of
internal democracy. An invaluable resource for courses in political science, political sociology, and social movements.
(Event is FREE and open to the public! ...but Donations are kindly accepted).

Friday February 27, 2009, 7-9:30 PM
FILM: “CONSUME THIS MOVIE” (80 min, Gene Brockhoff, 2008)

With CECILE ANDREWS + OUR 6th ANNIVESERY!
Are Americans too materialistic? Are we willfully trashing the planetary ecology in order to serve the desires and drives of the ego? And what,
or who could be driving this powerful force of seduction? Americans are finally beginning to challenge our culture of greed and materialism.
CONSUME THIS MOVIE stars Cecile Andrews, Juliet Schor, Peter Whybrow and others; and takes a critical look at social injustice, peak oil,
resource depletion and our deep need to feel connected to each other through what we choose to consume. Join us for this brand new film
and discussion with Cecile Andrews, author of Slow is Beautiful and Circle of Simplicity. www.cecileandrews.com, www.phinneyecovillage.org
"See this movie when you're happy to be alive." - Ed Begley Jr. Trailer: http://www.consumethismovie.com/files/preview.html
(Event is FREE and open to the public! ...but Donations are kindly accepted).
Wallingford Neighbors for Pe ace and Justice
Wallingford Neighbors For Peace and Justice is part of Sound Nonviolent Opponents of War: www.snowcoalition.org

For Event Updates, Subscribe To Our Mailing List At:
wnfp@bridgings.org .

(OVER)

